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RETAIL SOLUTIONS
Same brand, two departments

Taptap for Retail is a group of solutions built on the Sonata Platform specifically designed 
to address the business objectives of retail brands.

The solutions streamline the planning, activation and measurement of retail campaigns and 
facilitate the needs of retail advertisers like generating wide, but efficient coverage and 
building omnichannel, relevant points of contact with high potential customers.

The following case studies show Taptap for Retail in action. Woolworths, a leading retailer, 
leveraged similar retail solutions for two very different business units to great success.

-Client Spotlight -
-Woolworths-
            
-Taptap for Retail- 



Campaign Snapshots &
Solution Key Takeaways

COMPARE & CONTRAST CAMPAIGNS

RETAIL SOLUTION KEY TAKEAWAYS

HEAR FROM WOOLWORTHS

FLEXIBLE

Solutions can be customized 
and mixed and matched to 
suit unique needs

COMPREHENSIVE

Solutions address all stages 
of the purchase funnel and 
offer a global view of 
audience purchase potential 
and behavior

CONTEXTUALLY DRIVEN

Incorporate the context of the 
user into the activation for the 
most effective impression and 
brand experience

Seasonal offer

Gifts

Six departments

Coverage and reach among 
existing and new audiences

Contextually driven 
activations

Site and store traffic

BOTH

COOKED CHICKEN MOTHERS DAY

ZACH NOSSEL

DIGITAL LEAD: FOOD, LOYALTY & INNOVATION

The Taptap results for  our poultry 
campaign  are extraordinary. A 48%* 
attribution rate to in store footfall 
exceeded all our expectations and it is 
refreshing to see the   success that a 
digital  campaign can bring to in  store 
sales objectives.

TARA LOWE

DIGITAL MEDIA COMMS LEAD: SPECIAL OCCASIONS

Taptap performed very  well for us for 
Mother’s  Day 2021, delivering a  CTR 
of 1.29%, higher  than benchmarks. 
Store  visit tracking was high in  
relation to store locator views: a very 
favourable  result.

Campaign #1
COOKED CHICKEN

Campaign #2
M DAY GIFTS

Everyday purchase

Grocery item

Single product

*Calculated using clicks



CHALLENGE

Our brief was to help Woolworths launch a 
campaign for one of their most popular  
protein categories —their Cooked Chicken
range. The challenge was to generate store  
visits during opening hours and web visits  
during closing hours —customizing the  
activation to the context.

KPIs

PROFILING

To reach consumers in the market  for 
chicken products, Taptap created
multidimensional audiences that captured  
both online and offline behavior for more  
insights into the consumer.

COOKED CHICKEN AUDIENCES:

CASE STUDY

Taptap gets Woolworths  
cooking with a Cooked  
Chicken campaign.

VERTICAL: CPG

ZACH NOSSEL
DIGITAL LEAD:
FOOD, LOYALTY & 
INNOVATION

The Taptap results for  
our poultry campaign  
are extraordinary. A 
48%* attribution rate to 
in store footfall 
exceeded all our 
expectations and it is 
refreshing to see the  
success that a digital  
campaign can bring to 
in  store sales 
objectives.

Website visits

Food &  
Fast Food

Woolworths  
store visitors

Entertainment

Recipes

Store visits

Families &
Home

Restaurant
visitors

Competitors
stores

*Calculated with clicks



ACTIVATION

The campaign was served inside  
Woolworths Food stores catchment zones,  
where creative dynamically changed  
according to the context and location.

During opening store hours, a Tap2Map  
was served to users nearby the store 
and  during closing hours, a Tap2Web 
was  served to drive web traffic.

MEASUREMENT & RESULTS

48% of campaign clicks resulted  
in a store visit, well above the  
industry benchmark. Taptap 
reported on stores with  top clicks 
and visits. Based on the
performance, Woolworths extended  
the campaign an additional two  
months.

0.21%
Visit Attribution Rate

0.6%
Click Through Rate

Campaign Extended

2 MONTHS

TAGS:

X DCO X CONTEXT BUILDER

X HYPERLOCAL



CHALLENGE

Woolworths needed to generate  
awareness of six different gifting  
opportunities - each representing a  
different business unit - in celebration of  
Mother’s Day, and to subsequently drive  
online or store traffic.

KPIs

PROFILING

Taptap leveraged the Sonata DMP to build  
out a custom Special Occasions audience  
group based on Woolworths’ defined target.

Special Occasions audiences have high  
affinity to food, beauty, flowers, gifts,  
clothing and entertainment - based on  
several custom variables, and they have  
visited a Woolworths or Woolworths’  
competitors within the last 60 days.

TAGS:

CASE STUDY

Taptap spreads the love  
for Moms as Woolworths  
celebrates Mother’s Day.

VERTICAL: RETAIL

TARA LOWE
DIGITAL MEDIA COMMS LEAD:  
SPECIAL OCCASIONS

Taptap performed very  
well for us for Mother’s  
Day 2021, delivering a  
CTR of 1.29%, higher  
than benchmarks. 
Store visit tracking was 
high in relation to store 
locator views: a very 
favourable result.

X SONATA DMP

Awareness
Qualified web 

traffic for  
ecommerce

Store visits

X SONATA AUDIENCES



ACTIVATION

Taptap mapped all relevant Woolworths  
stores and key shopping malls and  
served the campaign nearby to ensure  a 
contextually relevant environment with  
sufficient reach.

Six different creatives served in equal  
rotation to promote each gift package.  
To drive users to both online and physical  
stores, the call to actions were “Get
Directions” during store hours or a Tap2Web  
with an ecommerce offer while the stores  
were closed.

TAGS:

X POI MAPPING X CONTEXT BUILDER

X DYNAMIC CREATIVE

MEASUREMENT & RESULTS

Serving over 1 million impressions,  
the campaign achieved an average  
click through rate of 1.3%, well  
above the benchmark.

The campaign drove nearly 2K store  
visits, with an attribution rate of  
nearly 14%.

13K

1.3%

1774

14%

DIGITAL PERFORMANCE

Clicks

CTR

PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE

Visits

Visit Attribution Rate

-13K-

-1.3%-

-1774-

-0.2%-



SOLUTIONS

TAPTAP FOR RETAIL

Sonata Retail 
Solutions
Customize Sonata retail solutions for your 
brand and reach your audiences across all 
media channels via the Sonata omnichannel 
DSP. Drive efficient results throughout the 
purchase funnel.

Hyperlocal
Coverage

Coverage for all areas of 
influence, dynamically 
changing creative per 
store

Visit
Habits

Create strategies 
according to historic and 
current visit patterns to 
your brand and your 
competition

Last
Mile

Heavy up in real time for 
audiences in proximity or 
in the purchase process

Purchase
Context

Sync the message to the 
moment. Drive either site 
visits or store visits 
depending on the user 
context
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